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PRECISION RISK MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
ANNOUNCES THE RELEASE OF ITS PRMS RISK
SYSTEM VERSION 5.0
NORTH LITTLE ROCK, AR - JULY 26, 2010 - Precision Risk Management Systems, Inc. is
pleased to announce the release of its PRMS Risk System version 5.0. The new release takes full
advantage of the Microsoft .NET Framework and introduces significant new functionality to provide
enhanced pipeline risk management as well as enterprise production analytics for mortgage
bankers.
“With this release, PRMS has leapfrogged the competition, effectively delivering two
products in one,” says Dave Demster, Director of Business Development. “Version 5
provides a new level of risk management information in a format that graphically illuminates
position, risk and problem areas that need to be addressed immediately, while also
providing key analytics for all sales channels. Production sales management will now be
able to review every loan source by profitability, pull through, adverse selection and other
critical metrics that are difficult to derive from an LOS. Version 5.0 will be implemented
immediately by the Precision Hedge Services group.”
The latest release includes enhancements to the analytic modeling, process automation, an
expanded reporting menu, a heads-up management dashboard with instant feedback and new
production analytics engine that allows lenders to evaluate production channel metrics.
“With this new release, Precision Risk Management has raised the bar in the mortgage
risk management technology space by providing powerful risk analytics and pipeline
management with enterprise production metrics analysis. This expands the scope of our
clients’ risk measurement capabilities and now also addresses the needs of production
management,” says Greg Ellis, Founder of Precision Risk Management.
Lenders of all sizes can leverage the PRMS Risk System to take advantage of better pricing for
their loans via mandatory, AOT and security deliveries. The system is offered as either a standalone software solution or as a managed service through Precision Hedge Services.
About PRMS, Inc.
Precision Risk Management Systems provides technology and managed hedging services to the
mortgage industry. Its suite of products enable mortgage lenders to accurately measure and
quantify both interest rate risk as well as operational risk utilizing the most technically advanced
analytics and neural-based modeling methods.
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